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This application is a continuation-in-part of my prior 
application Serial No. 344,286 ?led February 12, 1964. 

This invention relates to a new and improved mere 
chandising display and cooperating sets or series of cards 
mounting merchandise thereon. Each set or series of 
cards is provided with means to support the same in super 
posed condition, so that only the front card is visible, and 
each card is'easily detached from the set even though it 
may not be visible. ' 

Each merchandise mounting card is provided with a tab 
extending from an edge thereof and each card bearing 
merchandise of the same character has the tab in the 
same position, but every card bearing merchandise of a 
different characteristic has its tab in a different position‘ 
at an edge of the card. 

Therefore it will be seen that the customer can see at 
a glance the item he desires as no tab is obscured except 
by a tag of like indication, and each piece of merchandise 
in a set is provided with an indicia tab having its own 
individual location so that the customer can abstract the 
wanted card without even seeing it as the card itself of 
course may be obscured by other cards in front of it, 
whereas its tab cannot be obscured. 

Furthermore when the piece of merchandise has been 
sold, it is quite clear from a casual inspection that when 
a certain tab is missing, it means that the particular item 
has been sold and it can be quickly and easily replaced 
by a clerk. The tabs may have appearing thereon num 
bers, letters, pictorial representations, colors, shades of 
colors, etc., to show the characteristic of the goods on the 
respective cards. 
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The cards are mounted on a display mount which has ‘ 
indicated thereon representations of the individual tabs 
in the same position that the tabs appear at the front of 
the display. Thus the store clerk need not even know 
what it is that is missing, all he has to do is look at the 
representation of the tab on the display and go to the 
stockroom to get the same thing, so that it is seen that 
these series of goods can be kept up-to-date and ?lled 
with the least possible trouble. 

This invention is particularly adapted to the display, 
sale and inventory control of relatively small items and 
particularly those items which are ordinarily sold in dif 
ferent sizes, colors, shades, or dimensions, such as but not 
limited to gun patches, cleaning brushes, screws and nails, 
drills, taps, dies, blades of any description, cosmetic arti 
cles, and similar articles which are customarily sold by 
the piece or small set, but in which the pieces or sets vary 
in some characteristic. This type of merchandise in the 
past has always required a great deal of display space but 
with this invention such space is greatly condensed while 
no identification- is obscured. 
The invention also contemplates the use of other con 

veniences such as punched holes in the cards mounting the 
various objects so that where a tap or drill is being dis 
played and sold, the hole will be of a size showing the 
hole which can be tapped or the hole that will be drilled. 

' Also there can be a second hole provided which shows the 
size of ‘a rod which a certain die will thread and these 
holes can of course be related to other sizes and charac 
teristics of the various merchandise which may be mounted 
upon the cards. 
The invention further relates to arrangements and com 

binations of parts which will be hereinafter described and 
more particularly set forth in the appended claims. 
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Reference is to be had to the accompanying drawings 

in which: 
FIG. 1 is a view in front elevation illustrating the in 

vention with all of the cards in place, parts being broken 
away; 
FIG. 2 is a view in front elevation of the supporting 

plate alone, without any of the merchandise thereon; 
' FIG. 3 is a view in side elevation of the plate of FIG. 

2, and 
FIG. 4 shows a card only. _ 
In illustrating one example of the invention, there is 

provided as shown in the drawings herein, a plate 10. 
This plate is preferably made of some kind of sheet metal, 
plastic or the like and it is mounted on a frame compris 
ing members 14, 16 connected by cross wires at 18 and 
20 on which the metal plate 10 is conveniently mounted 
as by bending the ends and securing the same over the 
respective upper and lower wires 18 and 20 as shown for 
instance at 22 in FIG. 3. The construction at the upper 
end of the plate 10 is similar but is obscured by the side 
wire support member 14. Any other construction can be 
used, even a perforated panel-board or a blank wall, but. 
.the disclosed plate forms a convenient, portable, card 
mount as will be described. 

Intermediate the ends of the wires 14 and 16 there is 
another cross wire 24 and on this there are mounted a . 
pair of forwardly extending pegs 26 which extend through 
holes in the sheet 10 for a purpose to be described. 

Painted on‘ the plate or wall or otherwise applied there 
to is a series of size or other indicia 28, These may be 
notations such as tool size or other characteristic, or 
shades of lipstick and other cosmetics, etc. Such infor 
mation as may be needed to explain what the goods are 
may be used. The prices for the respective goods may 
also appear on the plate 10 as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. 

Referring to FIG. 4 it will be seen that each card com 
prises a flat member usually of cardboard as indicated at 
30. In the example shown there is a drill 32 mounted 
on it and there is a hole in the card at 34 which is the 
exact size of the diameter of the drill, to indicate size to 
the user, eliminating the necessity of removing the‘ tool . 
from the card. . 
Each card is provided with a tab which is indicated at 

36. These tabs are arranged along the edges of the cards 
and the unique feature is that each tab is arranged in a 
different position as shown in FIG. 1, for each different 
characteristic of the goods that is provided in each series. 
Each tab bears indicia exactly like the underlying indicia 
28 on the plate 10. 7 
Thus it will be seen that with a series of cards mounted 

on the plate 10 or other support, the customer is enabled 
to grasp the tab showing what he wants, without disturb 
ing any of the other cards, and he merely removes the 
card in this way, leaving the tab-space blank, except for 
the indicia 28 on the plate.' ' 
At the same time the stock clerk will see at a glance 

which tab is missing, i.e., which indication at 28 appears. 
If some or any of these appear, then of course he knows 
that the respective card is missing and he can then go 
back to the stockroom, get the right carded goods, and 
apply the cards to the plate again, 

It is also clear that there is no need for the cards to 
be provided in any particular order. Whenever a card 
is abstracted, the stock clerk may merely apply the re 
placement to the front of the pack, and the tab on the 
card will of course then overlie the corresponding indicia 
28. , . ' 

Each card may be conveniently provided with a hole 
or holes at 38 to receive the pegs 26 and each hole is 
provided with a restricted portion at 40 which is slightly 
smaller than the respective rod 26 so that the cards are 
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applied to the rod merely by thrusting them upwardly un 
til the rods seat in the holes 38 and the cards are just as 
easily abstracted by a downward pull on the respective 
tab. 
The ‘wires 14 may be provided with the offsets at the 

upper ends thereof as indicated at 42 for the purpose of 
hanging the Whole device on an apertured panel board 44. 

Having thus described my invention and the advantages 
thereof, I do not wish to be limited to the details herein 
disclosed, otherwise than as set forth in the claims, but 
what I claim is: - 

1. A merchandise display comprising a plate, a row of 
separate indicia markings on said plate, and means to 
support a series of card-like merchandise holding mem 
bers on said display in conjunction with said plate, 

a series of superposed cards, an article on each card, 
each article having a di?erence from the articles on 
certain of the other cards, said cards being supported 
by the card supporting means on said plate in super 
posed condition so that only one card at a time is 
exposed, all of the other cards being generally par 
allel and racked behind the exposed card, 

a tab on each card, indicia on each tab, each tab being 
located in a different position along the edge of its 
respective card, the tabs being aligned in a row 
directly superposed over the row of indicia marks 
on said plate, each tab corresponding to the indicia 
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on the plate under it, so that the indicia on the plate 
indicates the merchandise on the respective card 
under which the respective tab is arranged, so that 
the indicia on the plate Will identify any removed 
card. 

2. The merchandise display of claim 1 wherein the 
card supporting means comprises a rod together with a 
notch in the top edge of each card, said notch having an 
inwardly located enlargement to receive the card support 
ing rod and a restricted portion slightly less than the 
diameter of the rod so that any card is easily abstracted 
simply by pulling it down and thus moving the restricted 
portion of the notch downwardly past the respective rod. 
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